Existing Natural Language Generation ( ) systems are weak AI systems and exhibit limited capabilities when language generation tasks demand higher levels of creativity, originality and brevity. E ective solutions or, at least evaluations of modern paradigms for such creative tasks have been elusive, unfortunately. is paper introduces and addresses the task of coherent story generation from independent descriptions, describing a scene or an event. Towards this, we explore along two popular text-generation paradigms -(1) Statistical Machine Translation ( ), posing story generation as a translation problem and (2) Deep Learning, posing story generation as a sequence to sequence learning problem. In SMT, we chose two popular methods such as phrase based SMT ( SMT) and syntax based SMT ( SMT) to 'translate' the incoherent input text into stories. We then implement a deep recurrent neural network ( ) architecture that encodes sequence of variable length input descriptions to corresponding latent representations and decodes them to produce well formed comprehensive story like summaries. e e cacy of the suggested approaches is demonstrated on a publicly available dataset with the help of popular machine translation and summarization evaluation metrics. We believe, a system like ours has di erent interesting applications-for example, creating news articles from phrases of event information.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in machine learning based approaches for natural language generation have led to exploration of many diverse but related text generation tasks. However, the existing systems/ approaches can be classi ed as weak AI systems. According to the classical de nition [14] , a strong AI based system should perform language generation in the same manner, expressing similar levels of creativity, originality and brevity as humans. We proceed towards building such systems for the di cult task of automatic story generation that demands the above mentioned human qualities.
We introduce the task of generating coherent narratives form a sequence of independent short descriptions, as shown in Figure 1 .
e standalone descriptions (in general), although are su ciently informative enough to describe a scene or an event, they lack the avor of temporal context and human touch, viz. describing a Christmas celebration scene as ' e church was all ready for the big day. e candles were lit and people were arriving. In came the alter boys. ey began to read from the book. ey put the lights out and the candle were light' is far more apt and intriguing than describing it by independent sentences -'people are in a large candlelit room in which there is a Christmas tree.', 'ritual candles are lit on stands in a darkened room.', 'a priest is holding a special ceremony.' etc.
e proposed system of story generation is framed as a sequenceto-sequence neural machine learning network that learns latent representations of the input descriptions to generate output summaries. e success of s to model sequential language tasks have made it a de-facto choice of community. From character level language models [28] to task of machine translations [35] , s have outperformed all of its present day contemporaries. We envision an end-to-end system that understands the context holistically and generates cohesive textual stories. e input to our system is a set of short textual descriptions, each describing a scene or an event and the system produces semantically rich human like stories. Figure 1 demonstrates a working example.
Our work is motivated by two independent considerations -(1) Introduce the concept of 'creativity' for the machine generated text, i.e. a set of same input descriptions should have ability to generate varied story-line when parameterized over user choice of 'theme'. (2) Leverage underlying ephemeral cues in input text to generate contextually relevant and coherent output stories. We take a step towards this by proposing a new computational regime of creative text content generation. We draw in our parallels from neural language generation modeling and more speci cally sequence-to-sequence recurrent neural network, 2 . Unlike phrase Based [39] and syntax based [19] which translate words and phrases independently within a sentence, 2 considers entire sentence as a unit to be translated. We leverage 2 architecture i.e., deep recurrent neural network ( ) with a ention mechanism for the problem of coherent story generation. Additionally, we also pose story generation as a translation problem and report results for both phrase based and syntax based SMT towards this.
We provide an outline of all explored approaches and our network design choices in Section 3.
is is followed by detailed Sections 4-5 describing our experimental setup, results and analysis respectively on publicly available dataset. Lastly we describe avenues where the proposed schema can be utilized along with conclusions and future directions in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Text based story generation as a cognitive task has seen considerable traction over last many years. e onslaught of deep learning architectures and advancements in hardware infrastructure has made this task much more relevant in today's time. Image captioning [24, 25, 38] , video understanding [10, 31, 37] , narratives in virtual environments [1] to novellas by computers [5, 21] are all manifestations of present day interest community has over text based story generating creative systems.
Computational models to mimic human creativity (here: Story Generation) are not new. In past storytelling has been approached as an analytical activity of discovering best fact to present to the listener [26] . In an a empt to add engagement, re ections and make stories user centric, more sensitive models modifying stories with human feedback were proposed [3, 27] . e traditional approaches were succeeded by much more sophisticated virtual environments with multi agents framework keeping tracks of plots, narratives, user interest etc. [1, 9, 34] . Text based interactive narratives are the other kind of storytelling variations that have been tried in past. Multitude of approaches ranging from evolutionary (genetic) algorithms [20] to mining of crowd sourced information [15, 33] from web have also been explored.
A empts to generate cohesive comprehensible stories have not gone beyond short text snippets. Recent works on Visual storytelling [12, 18] information from a sequence of images. In this paper, we introduce and address a much tougher se ing -starting from incoherent description, this is the rst known work that discuss the prospects of converting it to human like stories. Our se ing is deprived of the rich contextual information that is available in the form of images in traditional Visual storytelling [12] . Such a system, however, has many interesting applications-for example, creating news articles from phrases of event information. is paper is a preliminary study on story generation from textual input and explores the e ectiveness of two traditional language generation paradigms. Our experiment section presents both qualitative and quantitative analyses of the di erent approaches in the respective paradigms.
EXPLORED APPROACHES FOR STORY GENERATION
Story generation from independent textual-descriptions is the process of transforming one form of text into another. Towards this, we explore along two popular text-generation paradigms -(1) Statistical Machine Translation (SMT), posing story generation as a translation problem and (2) Deep Learning, posing story generation as a sequence to sequence learning problem. In SMT, we chose two popular methods such as phrase based SMT and syntax based SMT where as in sequence to sequence learning, we implement di erent variants of recurrent neural networks (RNN), empowered with a ention mechanism.
Phrase based Statistical Machine Translation SMT
Phrase based Statistical Machine Translation ( SMT) deals with (a) nding best possible target language phrase-map for phrases in the given source text (referred to as prediction of alignment) and (b) combining the phrase-maps together to synthesize the target language text with the objective to maximize uency (referred to as decoding). In our se ing incoherent captions are treated as source and the corresponding generated stories in the used data-sets are used as target. In SMT, for learning phrase alignment, we use multi-threaded GIZA++ [8] and decoding is done using the MOSES decoder [13] .
e development-set is used to tune the SMT system using MERT mechanism [22] .
Syntax based Statistical Machine Translation SMT
Syntax-based translation ( SMT) is based on the idea of translating syntactic units, rather than single words or strings of words (as in phrase-based MT), i.e. (partial) parse trees of sentences/u erances [36] . For the task of story-generation, we use similar training con guration as SMT to learn syntactic unit correspondences; for decoding the chart-decoder of moses [13] is used for syntax-based (tree-to-tree based) target-sentence generation.
Sequence-to-sequence Recurrent Neural Network
As an initial approach for story generation from independent descriptions, we use sequence-to-sequence recurrent neural network ( 2 ) architecture [32] popularly used for machine translation [35] , question answering, summarization and other text generation tasks. We use a bidirectional encoder that processes the set of independent descriptions separated by a delimiter and marking the end of set. is encoding of descriptions is given to an a ention enabled decoder that generates the story sequence. Refer to Figure 2 for an overview.
EXPERIMENT SETUP
We now describe the experimental setup below, sharing details on the dataset and con guration details of the story generation models.
Dataset
In the absence of availability of the any dataset for speci c task, we use 'Text Annotations' from recently introduced Visual Storytelling Dataset [12] (VIST) for our experiments. Barring the images, we use both 'Descriptions of Images-in-Isolation (DII)' and 'Stories of Images-in-Sequence (SIS)' for our experiments. In all, there are 41300 image sequences aligned with caption and story pairs. e text data is crowd sourced using Amazon Mechanical turk -participantś were shown image sequences from the dataset to generate text descriptions for captions and stories. We believe these pairs act as a good (input-output) proxy for our setup as both of them describe a 'scenes' represented by image sequences. Independent captions describe each image as a separate event and stories are a coherent version of text describing the image sequence as a whole. Few sample input sets of descriptions and output stories are listed as a part of Table 3 . VIST dataset is split into training, validation and test sets and Table 1 summarizes various statistics of these sets like average number of words and sentences per caption and story. Usually the stories are longer and on an average have one sentence more compared to set of captions. More that 50% of words in a story are di erent from that in the captions. In fact, on an average, 41% of the story are non-stop words unseen in the input, thus making the task of generating the precise story tougher given limited set of training inputs.
Model Details
For SMT related experiments, we use the MOSES toolkit [13] . For phrase based translation model learning,grow-diag-nal-and heuristic is opted and to tackle lexicalized reordering, we use the msdbidirectional-fe model. GIZA++ is con gured to apply the principles of IBM model 4 and 5 [6] and the HMM alignment model [23] for alignment learning. e assumption behind selecting the higher order IBM models is that we expect the possibility of addition of foreign words as well as dropping of words when a given text is transformed into a story, and higher order IBM models are good at tackling such nuances.
We tuned the trained SMT models using Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT) with default parameters (100 best list, max 25 iterations). We trained a 5-gram language model using the target side (stories) of the training data. For this, we use use Kneser-Ney smoothing algorithm implemented in KenLM toolkit [11] . Batch training of multiple SMT systems was done using the Moses Job Scripts 1 experiment management system. We use similar training and tuning con guration for se ing up the syntax based SMT system. e default rule-learning mechanism of MOSES is opted for 1 h ps://bitbucket.org/anoopk/moses job scripts training by se ing the hierarchical ag in the moses training script. Decoding during tuning and testing is carried out using the moses chart decoder.
For sequence to sequence learning, we implement Desc2Story framework used in our experiments. Fig 2 provides an overview of the model, our framework is based on sequence to sequence encoder decoder architecture including a ention mechanism at the decoder [2] . Encoder is a single layer bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit(GRU) [7] including dropout. Decoder is a 2 layer GRU using a ention mechanism at each time step. We have used Adam optimizer to optimize the cross entropy loss function. Both encoder and decoder has a dropout [30] with probability p = 0.8. We tried 50, 128 and 256 dimensional RNN at encoder and decoder. During testing for SEQ2SEQ model, we use beam search with beam-width set to 5. Batch size of 32 was used while training.
Evaluation Metrics
For evaluation, we rely on popular Machine Translation evaluation metrics such as BLEU-4 [17] , METEOR [4] , and TER [29] and ROUGE-L [16] , frequently used for evaluating summarization output. While these evaluation metrics may not adequately capture all necessary aspects of story generations, in the absence of alternative evaluation methods speci c to story generation, these metrics could provide rst a level insight into the applicability of popular paradigms towards a di cult task like story generation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we a empted to try a few o -the-shelf techniques to solve a complex task as generating a story from simple textual descriptions in a sequence, without the taking another input or modality.
e evaluation results are reported in Table 2 , clearly suggesting that the overall scores are not very high.
is indicates the limitations of basic o -the shelf methods for a highly creative task such as story generation even though they work well for simpler machine translation, paraphrase generation or document summarization tasks. is is a very complex task as stories
Input Descriptions
a student and an older man sit down to talk about technology.
group of older people gathered for bingo night in hall.
the leaf has begun to change it 's color . two young women speaking with an older man wearing a suit. a girl si ing at a table eating pancakes with fruit.
close up of a bush with small pink ower clusters. man with gray hair and eyeglasses talking to woman in cap si ing at a computer. a group of historical reenactors torment tourists who had hoped to have a fun vacation . purple and white owers growing outdoors together . a young man and an older man are si ing in front of a monitor while referencing a book. a line of people walking through the woods. group of students standing for picture in classroom.
SMT
the family is so proud of him . the man is talking to her friends . this one has improved ash . i gave the speech . he is welcome to the graduation . we had a great time and we love him for a book . at the end of the day , and we had a great time . one of the class .
everyone arrived for the bingo hall . at the end of the night . we had a great dinner . more fruits . all of the history here . our reenactors torment was lovely . we took a walk through the forest .
in the woods . this begun to it . it is a clusters . the owers were beautiful owers and plants .
SMT the family is so proud of him . he has improved ash . to get to the fun . he and his . to my eyes . i turned on and my dad . we played in the world . the students love to read a book . and we had a great time .
the family gathered at the end of the night . there was a bingo hall . at t he end of the night . we ate breakfast at the end of the ruins . the fruits of our torment reenactors our lovely . we took a walk through the woods .
this begun in the woods . it was to support . there was a nice . the owers and plants . the owers were in clusters photos .
SEQ2SEQ (256)
a group of friends met for a meeting . they talked about the plans . they talked about the company 's company . they had a great time at the meeting . everyone had a great time .
a group of friends went on a trip to location . they went to a historical site . they saw many interesting buildings . they also had a map to eat . they had a great time .
we decided to take a trip to the botanical gardens . there was a beautiful view of the water . we also saw some lily pads . there was a lot of owers on the ground . we also saw some lily pads .
Ground Truth the gentleman sat with the boy to discuss the diagrams . he then asked the young ladies if they needed help with anything . he spoke to the man about his interest in technology . he then met with this fellow , to discuss his future plans in engineering . the students took a picture to remember the special day .
we went to the syrup festival. the kids got to eat pancakes. there was also a demonstration on how syrup is made. we got a tour of the woods. and it ended in the production lab.
i have been outside doing micro photography for a class project . love how it is possible to get a good blur in pictures like this . these owers wer e so beautiful . one of my class subjects is nature . nothing beats ge ing out and taking pictures of sites like this . most people never experience this . last but not least a single red ower . this day of shooting turned out very good . can be generated with a greater diversity in content compared to the above tasks. While the narrative generation is itself a grand challenge, metrics to evaluate such a task is also inadequate. It is well-known that BLEU and other metrics have their shortcomings even in simpler natural language generation se ings as they are mostly based on n-gram match. is is another reason why scores of our baseline models are low even though we found coherent enough outputs as shown in Table 3 . From Table 2 , it is clear that SMT systems produce higher BLEU/ METEOR/ROUGE values with SMT being the best. S 2S scores, on the other hand, su er as 2 models are embeddingbased approaches which can lead to less scores on n-gram based match evaluation even though they are able to produce be er readable and coherent stories. is is evident from the anecdotal examples in Table 3 . is is supported also by the fact that TER, which is not based on n-gram match, is lower in case of 2 indicating be er translation quality by lowering the translation edit rate. Figures 3a and 3b show how the training of 2 model saturates with the iterations (each iteration is a new batch), suggesting that the model has indeed converged.
Referring to the examples as in Table 3 , we nd that all methods are doing well to generate a story which is readable and coherent.
is shows the models are capable enough to capture the grammatical aspects of a story based on the training data used. However, all models fall short of generating a story which is semantically related to the input descriptions, therefore, highlighting the need for more sophisticated models for creative story generation. We believe, our current models are too simplistic to realize beyond the co-occurrence statistics in the output, thus, unable to gure out the semantic relatedness between the input and output. is could possibly be tackled to some extent by pretraining the encoder and decoder in the 2 model using widely available data in the form of essays and novels. Another promising alternative is modeling the same problem with hierarchical recurrent neural networks. However, in the long run, this kind of task also calls for novel generation of story at test time not just relying on mapping between input and output words/phrases learnt at training time.
us, to achieve the distant goal of novel story generation which is somewhat semantically connected with the input, we have to look beyond just translation based techniques, which essentially maps input words to output words in sequence.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We introduced the task of automatically generating stories from independent one-liners. e scope of this task can eventually be expanded to generating stories from fewer input parameters like theme, actors, etc.
is task is challenging not only because of insu ciency of information compared to the task a empted in VIST dataset but also because of the fact that the possible output space of stories is large. is is aggravated by the unavailability of good metrics to evaluate the approaches tried out. Here we explored o -the-shelf sequence generation methods like statistical machine translation and sequence to sequence neural networks as preliminary approaches towards solving this problem.
A future direction is to design trainable metrics for evaluating stories holistically to include aspects on creativity, coherency, novelty and other parameters compared to current score computation which is based on exact match. Creating an appropriate dataset for textual story generation is another important direction that we would like pursue.
